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Chapter 1 : Install Dash Cam (Aukey DR-H1) in Honda Civic (9th Generation) | Nerd Drivel
The best-selling AUKEY p Dash Camera with Â° wide-angle lens and clear nighttime recording. Get peace of mind for all
your car journeys.

At night, very little pixelation and again the video is pretty good. The video at day and night is on par with
more expensive cameras. I have gps working with mine. Per aukey customer support, the link below works
with the dr and i can personally confirm it works and locks on to gps very quickly. Speed and location are spot
on. Unplug your dash cam, plug in the gps in the correct port the other is for av and plug it back in. You will
not see anything on your display while driving but when you watch the. There is currently no setting to change
it to mph but hopefully a future firmware update will fix it. I can confirm that dash cam software registrator
viewer works great. Works without gps but works better with. Once you set date and time, you have the option
of changing how the display shows date. In case anyone is curious, gb class 10 cards work fine. If it only has 2
lines on it, it will not work i have tested 3 so far. The papago unit has 3 black lines on the 3. I have not found
another gps antenna with 3 lines on the 3. Emergency recording mode, activated by sharp turns or sudden
stops, automatically captures unexpected driving incidents. Easily and securely mount to your windshield or
dashboard in seconds with the included suction cup or double-sided 3m pad, includes a dual-port car charger
to power the dash camera and an additional usb device. AUKEY Dash Cam, Full HD P, Wide Angle Lens,
Night Vision, Car Dashboard Camera Review DR this is 2nd day after installing aukey over all nice size
buttons intuitive lay out i put it next to post of mirror with stick on it was also smaller with out the suction cup
its behind mirror with bottom controls just showing no monitor is showing just the controls also i painted
silver lettering around lens area and attached velcro to a heavy black plastic from one of my old darkroom
bags cut to shape to stop recording on the fly or to hide, no stop buttons yet or found. This is 1 of 3 dash cams
2 more to learn. About a week now after g1w-c black box installed in the rear of car wishing sortof for smaller
foot print.
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Chapter 2 : Review: Aukey DR D Dual p Sony Exmor Dashcam | DashCamTalk
Aukey DR - Menu, Manual Settings and Optional Safety Features Navigating the menu utilises the 2-inch LCD screen
and four buttons beneath it. It isn't a complicated process, since there.

At higher price points I was much more reluctant to pull the trigger but this definitely seemed like a good
value buy. The camera supports up to 32 GB of micro SD storage and records at p. In my opinion, the manual
provided did not give great directions for installing the camera into the fuse box. My testing came to the
conclusion that the acc ignition power wire was basically a normally open switch, but when energized, it
closed and the camera powered on. What I mean is when the car is turned off, the power to the camera would
be cut immediately and the camera would not have had a chance to shut down gracefully. Through testing it
was easy to see this, when the car was turned off the camera continued to run for about 3 seconds afterwards.
Constant voltage applied, note dash cam is powered off. Fuse Box in Civic: First order of business was to find
constant 12v power and acc 12v powerâ€¦ so I pulled out the multi meter and found fuse location 10 constant
and 23 acc. There are obviously more possible locations and the ability to tap other spots as well but these
worked for me. Prepare Ground Wire and Locate Grounding Location The only modification I had to make to
the supplied wiring was to turn the black ground wire into a usable ground wire for installation. The process is
quite simple, it just requires cutting the end of the cable and crimping on a more appropriate end. There are
certainly many spots to ground this off, I picked a location that I thought was suitable for this application.
Install the Dash Cam and Run the Wire Now that we have everything ready to go, find a spot to stick the dash
cam. The most common spot is right behind the rear view mirror so it does not obstruct your vision in any
way. I chose to go right behind the mirror just on the right hand side. Wire it up As described early, this is
wired to a 9th generation Honda Civic model year Yellow wire constant 12v fuse 10, red wire acc fuse 23,
black wire ground. I ran it to my TV inside and used Facetime to program itâ€¦ funny I know but it worked
well and rather quickly. I did some rough calculations and it appears that the camera can record a maximum of
approximately minutes of footage at p.
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Chapter 3 : Firmware & Software Downloads | AUKEY
Download drivers, firmware, and more for your AUKEY products.

Traffic deaths on U. Having an always on dashboard-mounted video camera was something that only the
police did, but dash cams have become really inexpensive in recent years. This is a rather inexpensive model,
so it will be interesting to see how it performs. It defaults to Full HD P resolution x and the audio is disabled.
You can go through the menu and customize what settings are available if you like. It records clips that are
either 1, 3, or 10 minutes long. After setup we got an error that card needed to be formatted as the custer size
was wrong. It will take longer to route the USB power cable than setting the camera up! Once the camera is
setup it will automatically record when the power source is turned on and then shuts down when the power is
cut. This means it can be used in a wide range of applications beyond just vehicles. The x resolution video
files are saved in. MOV format at 30 frames per second and the audio is saved in 1 channel mono at a bit rate
of kbps. You can make out license plate numbers close to you, but the ones far away will still not be readable.
If you can read the licence plate in real life the camera will be able to as well. The wide angle lens does a good
job at covering the entire intersection, which is great for capturing cross traffic. The camera also does well on
lane roads. We suggest trying the camera at the default setting of p at 30 FPS and then again at P at 30 FPS
and see which mode you like better. The video is smoother at 60 fps, but your resolution is only x The video
quality is acceptable for a p dash cam and you get true highway width coverage. You can then use the video to
protect yourself or it might be useful to local authorities investigating other crimes. Dash cams have been
known to capture the unexpected meteorite among other things, so they are useful. The only things missing
from this model is an internal battery and a GPS antenna.
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Chapter 4 : Software and manual
Package contents: AUKEY DR Dash Camera, USB Car Charger, Suction Mount, Sticker Mount, Two Stickers, Three
Cable Clips, User Manual, Month Warranty Card. AUKEY DR Dashcam Images.

But it is very good for the price. The Sony image sensor records at a maximum of p 30fps , or at a faster 60fps
and p. While this is good enough for the average buyer, Full HD recording can seem a little dated next to the
Quad HD offered by some dash cameras. The box is small and neatly packaged. In it comes the dash cam, a
suction mount, a sticker mount, a dual-port USB 12V charger meaning you can charge a phone or satnav at the
same time as the dash camera , a 5V mini USB cable, some stickers, cable clips and some paperwork. The user
manual recommends using a Class 10 micro SD card with a maximum storage capacity of GB, which is quite
a lot bigger than most other cameras, which are usually only compatible with 32GB or 64GB cards. Once the
SD card is full, recording will loop and the oldest files will be overwritten by new ones - unless you backup
the file. The dash cam is quite small, with a 2-inch LCD screen. The suction cup mount is easier to move
around, but there is a more permanent mount that uses double-sided tape and we tested both. While the sticker
mounts did the job very well, the suction mount did fall off a couple of times during our testing. This resulted
in a few minutes of footage of the floor because it was too difficult to reach and reattach it. Not ideal if you get
into an accident. Video quality is good, especially for the price of the dash cam. It records well regardless of
the time of day and the wide angle lens covers degrees. This gives a great field of vision, which you can see in
the video below. However, I did have some quibbles with the device. The lack of internal battery is frustrating,
especially in instances when you turn the ignition off and want to replay footage. The dash cam turns off
almost instantly when not connected to a power supply. The USB cable, which has an L-shaped connector,
also sits exactly where the microSD card goes - meaning you have no choice but to unplug the power
whenever you want to put the SD card in or take it out. Another inconvenience is the long power cable about a
foot and a half longer than most. What can it do? This function allows the dash camera to start recording when
it detects motion in front of it and stop recording when motion is no longer detected. The Time-Lapse
recording feature takes a picture per second to make a video played at 30fps. The DR01 also has Emergency
Recording Mode, so when the G-Sensor is activated by sharp turns or sudden stops, the dash cam
automatically starts filming. Should I buy one? Footage is a little grainy, but you can read number plates. This
is very much a no-frills dash cam that does what it says it does.
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Chapter 5 : Aukey Dash Cam DR $49 @ Amazon | Radar Detector & Laser Jammer Forum
- 01 - Suction Mount Sticker Mount Two 3M Stickers User Manual Warranty Card Thank you for purchasing the AUKEY
DR01 Dash Camera. AUKEY can only provide after.

Wide Dashboard Camera Purchasing Information Like lots of people you desire the protection and video clip
evidence that a dash cam can offer. In the event of an accident, unexpected objects or criminal damage, a dash
cam could be an invaluable tool. Buying a dashboard camera could be a difficult task as there are numerous
models to choose from. Just how do you understand which one is best for you? Which one has the functions
and also reliability you require on your daily commute? Some dash cams are much better then others. They
provide much better video top quality, convenience of usage as well as will certainly simply last much longer!
Find the latest deals on the latest dash cams here. These items are a perfect pick when it comes to picking out a
new dashboard camera. Please look at the items below from Amazon to read more, view photos as well as
highlights. We put this overview together to help you in discovering the most effective dash cam for your
needs as well as your pocketbook. We will certainly discuss the most up to date features and also just how
they could assist you choose which dashboard camera deserves your investment. G-Sensor A g-sensor will
immediately save and secure the video and conserve in case of a collision losing your data. Loop Recording
Loop recording makes sure that you never lack data storage as older documents are written over when your sd
card is full. Video Resolution The higher the resolution a dash cam supplies means the greater the information
of the video clip image that could be videotaped. This is crucial when you require have to review a permit
plate number or various other tiny information. When you require to read a license plate number or various
other tiny information, this is vital. Search for at least x resolution when picking a dash cam. Stay clear of any
kind of designs that have a maximum resolution of p as this will cause poor image quality. The higher the
resolution a dash cam uses suggests the higher the detail of the video clip photo that can be recorded. Look for
at least x resolution when selecting a dash cam. WDR This suggests Wide Dynamic Range and also aids avoid
under as well as over direct exposures to offer more clear video clip high quality under the majority of
scenarios. They are normally really standard as well as do not use attributes such as GPS. Many are common
or knock-offs that are marketed under many different brand names. We advise preventing many of these as
video and also general high quality is typically rather poor. These dash cameras come with several of the
attributes that you will desire and also will certainly provide trusted procedure. High-end dashboard cams
versions can establish you back hundreds of bucks but will provide you with miraculous functions as well as
degrees of defense. These high end versions are now beginning to add functions such as Wifi as well as cloud
storage space to make accessing your dash cam videos simpler then ever before. Purchasing a new dash cams
must be enjoyable and amazing! Simply keep in mind to spend some time to investigate the versions that fit
your requirements and spending plans to be certain they are best for you. Review user reviews as well as
check out the most up to date video clips available for the designs you are taking into consideration.
Chapter 6 : AUKEY Car Dashcam Camera Full HD P degree - Digital AO
- 01 - - 03 - - 04 - - 05 - - 06 - - 07 - Thank you for purchasing the AUKEY DR02 Dashboard Camera. Please read this
user manual Specifications carefully and keep it.

Chapter 7 : Post-Prime Day deal slashes prices on Bluetooth speakers, wireless earbuds, and more â€“ BG
This brings me to this week's review of the Aukey DR Priced at $, the DR is an affordable dash cam geared toward folks
on a budget. That limited budget, by the way, will have to.

Chapter 8 : Aukey DR [REVIEW] | | Unbox Space
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AUKEY DIRECT - Exclusive Distributor France - Charger Aukey, Lense Aukey, Aukey Audio, Mobile Aukey, Powerbank
Aukey and accessories.

Chapter 9 : Aukey p Vision Dashboard Camera (DR) - Electronics and Accessories | Electronic Gadgets
Nous vous remercions de choisir Aukey DR-H1 DVR Enregistreur de Conduite. Lisez attentivement ce mode d'emploi et
conservez-le pour pouvoir y revenir ultÃ©rieurement.
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